Two ways to join Ruschlikon and realize business benefits

- Ruschlikon relies on ACORD standards and requires member companies to implement them; they then benefit from the 2-way dialogue described in the Global (Re)insurance Best Practices – Accounting, Claims and Settlement.

- There is an alternative to the "full Ruschlikon process" for those companies having low transaction volumes. Proprietary formats can undergo a one-time translation process into ACORD standards that can then be accepted by other Ruschlikon members.

- Both options can support straight-through-processing.

Business benefits exist for all stakeholders

Operational excellence & focused activity
- Efficiency gains, process automation, integrated environment
- Higher accuracy, reduced error rates
- Reduction of manual work and touchpoints, less double keying and re-work, easier error resolution, faster turnaround times, freed capacity of employees

Economical impact
- Time and cost reductions typically between 30-60%
- Reduction in unmatched cash, faster reconciliation of cash positions – settlement times improved by up to 35%
- Possible impact on required capital for unmatched cash position

Solid risk management and regulatory compliance
- Secure, controlled and referenced exchange of information with "one version of truth" agreed by business partners
- Managed operational risk exposure through stable, integrated operating platform fit for a 21st century business

For any additional information on Ruschlikon, or to apply for Ruschlikon membership

contact@ruschlikon.com
www.ruschlikon.com

Ruschlikon Video!